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1. Introduction
Concerning the unknotting theorem for the pair (Sn, Mn+2) with the codi-
mension 2, there are several remarkable results; by T. Homma in the case n—l
and M3=S3, by C.D. Papakyriakopoulos in the case n=\ and any 3-manifold
M?, by J. Stallings in the case n^3 and Mn+2=Sn+2 in the topological sense
and by J. Levine in the case n^4 and Mn+2=Sn+2 in the combinatorial sense,
see [1], [2], [3], [4] and [5]. Confining ourselves to the case Mn+2=Sn+2, the
unknotting theorem has not been solved in the case w=2.
In this paper, we will prove the following theorem which is an answer under
an additional condition to the unknotting theorem in the case n=2 and M4=S4:
Theorem (2, 2). For a ribbon 2-knot K2 in S\ K2 is unknotted in S4 if and
onlyif^(S4-K2)=Zl\
In this paper, everything will be considered from the combinatorial point
of view.
2. Proof of Theorem
Lemma (2, 1)2). Let M4 be a combinatorial 4-manifold and let <y be a simple
closed curve in M4 which is contractible to a point in M4. Then, γ bounds a
non-singular > locally flat 2-ball in ifr4 3).
Proof. Since 7 is contractible to a point in M4, there is a PL-map φ of
a 2-ball D2 into JVί4 satisfying the following (1), (2) and (3):
( 1 )
( 2 ) φ(D2) is in a general position in $[4 so that the self-intersection
consists of a finite number of double points,
1) See [6] for the definition of the ribbon 2-knots in R4.
2) Cf. the result in [7], the proof of Lemma (2, 7).
3) X and dX mean the interior and the boundary of X respectively.
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( 3 ) there are at most a finite number of locally knotted points on φ(D2)
which are different from the double points in (2).
Here, in (3), a point x of φ(D2) is called a locally knotted point^ if the pair
(Lk(x, φ(D2)), Lk(xy M4)) is a knotted sphere-pair for the combinatorial trian-
gulation of M4 for which φ(D2) is a subcomplex and the point x is a vertex.
If there is a locally knotted point x of φ(D2), it is possible to exchange a non-
singular 2-ball St(x9 φ(D2)), which may be not locally flat, for an immersed
2-ball p(B2) in a 4-ball B4=St(x, M4) by an immersion p of a 2-ball B2 such
that p(dB2)=φ(D2) Π QB\ p(B2)aB4 and that each pair (pLk(y, B2), Lk(p(y\ B4))
is unknotted for a fine subdivision of B4 and each virtex y of B2. Perform
the exchange for all locally knotted points of φ(D2). By making use of the general
position theory, we have a PL-map φ' of D2 into Tkf 4 satisfying the following (1 '),
(2') and (3'):
(!') φ'(D2)c:M4,
(2') φ'(D2) is in a general position in M4 so that the self-intersection
consists of a finite number of double points,
(3') φ'(D2) has no locally knotted point.
Let x be a double point of φ'(D2) and x=φ'(y)=φ'(y') for just two
points y, y' of D2. Then there is an arc a spanning y and a point y " on dD2 such
that the image φ\ά) does not cross any double point of φ'(D2} except for x.
Let V4 be a regular neighborhood of φ'(ά) in M4. Since V4 is a 4-ball, there is
a PL-homeomorphism φ of F4 onto a standard 4- cube Δ4 such that
( \\ Λ4 I Y I I Y I I r l I Y I <?^ i ) IΛ , \x1\y I x2 1 > I **3 1 > I ^ 4 1 = ^
(ii) φφ'(ά)\ O^Λ^l, #2 = X3 = x4 = 0
(iii) φφ'(x)\ X1 = x2 = #3 = #4 = 0
(iv)
Let N2 be the 2-ball in φφ'(D2) defined by the equation (*) and let TV'2 be
the 2-ball in Δ4 defined as follows :
Γ— 2<#1<1, #2 = Λ:S = 0, | Λ J 4 | < 24
n?>'(£>2)); - ^  ' 4 |-
1^  = 0, \ x 2 \ , \x,\ ^2, Λ?4 = 0— (*).
(v) ΛΓ'2; ^Xl<2, \x2\=2, |*,|^2, x4 = 0,
If we consider a singular 2-ball B'ΐ=φ-\(φφ'(Dί}-Nz}\jN'2}, then this
2-ball β'2 is not only locally flat but also has a number of the double points, less
4) See [8] p. 34.
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than the number of those of φ'(D2). Moreover we have that QB'2=<γ.
Repeating this process, we have finally a locally flat, non-singular 2-ball B2 such
that B2d$l4 and that dB2=j. The proof is thus complete.
Let K2 be a ribbon 2-knot in R\ then there is a 3-manifold W3 satisfying the
following properties :
(1) W3~B3 or W3~Φ(S1xS2)-B35\
( 2 ) If W^B\ W3 has a trivial system of 2-spheres {SI, ••• , S%
n
} satisfy-
ing that
( i ) a 2-link {Si, ••• , S22n} is trivial in R\
(ii) Sϊ U SJ+, bounds a spherical-shell N*t in ίP (ί=l, ••-, nf\
(iii) JP-tfϊU - UΛ^β'-AlU - U AL,
see (3, 5) and (3, 6) in [6].
Let Δϋ be a 3-ball in W*-N\\J - U^VS, let 5? be a boundary 2-sphere
of Δ? and let βl , ••• , /β2n be a collection of mutually disjoint arcs spanning So and
SI, ••• , Sl
n
 in ΪF3-Λ^!U l lNSl lAg respectively. Moreover, let C7J be a
regular neighborhood of the arc β
λ
 in IF3— N\ U ••• U /&"2 U AjJ where ί7^ 0*55=^
and [/ JnSg=^2 are 2-balls such that ^J2n^2 = 0 (λΦ/i, λ, μ= 1, — , 2«).
Since the 2-link {S$, ••• , S%
n
} is trivial in R\ there is an isotopy ξ of R* by
which f(SJ) (λ— 0, ••• , 2ri) are moved into the position given by the equations
below:
=1, ^4 = 0
= 1,
 Λ4 = 0
= 2, x4 = Q
x, = 0 (i = 1, ... , n) .
Moreover, we may suppose that the center line ξ(β\) of the tube ξ(U^) is
given by the equations below :
x1 = 4i, x2 = 0, # 3 =1— χ4y #4^>0
in the neighborhood of ξ(βi Π SI),
x1 = 4iy x2 = 0, χ3 = \/2— x4, x4 ^0
in the neighborhood of ξ(β
n+i Π Sl+i)
Theorem (2. 2)'. ίor α rΰόon 2-Λwoί K2 in R\ K2 is unknotted in R4, if
and only if ^(R4-K2)=Z.
5) B5 means a 3-ball and «= means to be homeomorphic to.
6) N***S2X[Q, 1].
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The proof of this theorem is divided into two steps, and the second-step of
the proof will be given later after we have proved two lemmas (2, 3) and (2, 4).
Since K2 is a ribbon 2-knot in R4, it bounds a 3-manifold W* previously described,
therefore if W3^B3, we have nothing particular to say. Hence, in the following
discussion we will consider the case that W3^B3. Consider the trivial system
[ S I , ••• , Sl
n
} and the isotopy ξ of R4 as before. Let K2 be a 2-knot in R4
such that
= ξ( u si- u (« u O) u ξ( u dϋi- u (el u
λ=o
Then, since two 2-spheres ξ (K2) and K2 bound a 3-manifold which is a sub-
complex of ξ(W3) and which is homeomorphic to S2X [0, 1] in R4y K2 belongs to
the 2-knot-type {ξ(K2)} which coincides with the 2-knot-tyρe {K2}.
Let B\ be a 3-ball bounded by the 2-sphere ξ(S?)ι
β?5 (*ι-4*)'+*ϊ+*S^l, *4 = 0 (i = 0, 1, 2, .. , n) .
First-step of the proof of (2, 2) ' : Each 3-ball B\ bounded by the 2-sphere
ξ(S2t) (i= 1, ••• , n) in Rl does not meet any arc ξ(β\) except for the end points
(λ=l, -,2n).
Since we can find a regular neighborhood U*
λ
 of /3
λ
 so fine that ξ(U3
λ
)Γ\ B\
=0 because ξ(β
λ
)Γ}Bϊ=0 for all ί and λ (/=!, ••• , n, λ=l, ••• , 2n), the 2-knot
Abounds a 3-ball 5§U#3iU - U^U^+ι U - U5i«Uf(t/!) U - U|([/L),
where the 3-ball 5^+£ is bounded by ?(*S2+f) in the neighborhood of ξ(N\)\jB\
in Λ4 so that ££+,0-85=0* fiJ+ίΠ f(t/ΰ=0 (λΦn+ί) and =ξ(el) (λ=n+ί)
(/, j=l, ••• , ft, λ=l, ••• , 2n): for a sufficiently small £(<0),
= 2, -f^^4^
χ< = -ε
(ί=l,2, - ,n) .
If there is a 3-ball 5f which meets some arcs ξ(β\) (l^i^w, l^λ^
we will consider how to remove the intersection of the 3-ball B\ and the arcs
?(/3\) without changing the 2-knot-type of K2. We need following two lemmas
(2, 3) and (2, 4) to remove the intersection.
Lemma (2, 3). If there are an arc b in R4— K2 and a subarc β'
λ
 of the arc
β\ (l^λ^2τz) such that the simple closed curve 7=b\Jξ(β'
λ
) is contractible in
R4—K2, then there exists an isotopy η of R4 by which η(K2)=K2 and ηξ(β\)
-#) U A.
Proof. Since /3
λ
 is contained in U\ except two end points, we can triangulate
R4 so that the regular neighborhood N(K2) of K2 in R4 does not meet ξ(β*).
If we apply (2, 1) to the 4-manifold M4=R4—N(K2) and the simple closed
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curve γ=b\Jξ(β'
λ
), the simple closed curve γ bounds a locally flat 2-ball B2 in
M4. Therefore there exists a combinatorial 4-ball B4 containning B2 in its
interior and contained in R*—K2. Now, we have easily an isotopy which is
identical on 954 and transfers the subarc ξ(β\) onto the arc b. Hence, the
proof is complete.
Lemma (2, 4). // ^(R*—K2)=Z and an arc ξ(β
λ
) (l^λ^2n) pierces
through a 3-ball E\ (l^i^ri) at a point A, there are an arc b in R4—K2 and a
subarc β( on the arc /3
λ
 containning A such that the simple closed curve b U ξ(β\)
is contractible in R4—K2.
Proof. For convenience's sake, we may suppose that ξ(β\) is given in
the neighborhood of the point A as follows :
', x
ί
 = 4i, x2 = x3 = 0 , — 1 ^ #4^1 .
Consider the cross-sections of f(5f), ξ(S£+i) and ξ(N*) by the hyperplane
P; #3=0. Then, we have the following figure Fig. (1).
'(4ί,0,0,0)
?(3»)
, s\
"^">£
/
1
δ
Fig. 1 Fig. 2
Place ξ(Ul) in a general position with respect to the hyperplane P, then the
cross-section ξ(Ul)Γ\P is at most 2-dimensional, and we can find an arc b
spanning two points A+ and A_ in P—P Π K
2
 as follows:
*;
5gtf2^2, #3 = 0, x4 = 8
2 = 2, #3 = 0, — ε^x4<^8
^#2^2, #3 = 0, #4=— £,
see Fig. (2).
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Since the 2-knot K2 bounds the orientable 3-manifold W*=ξ(N*\J U
Nn(J t / iU ••• U Z/LUΔo) in R\ we will give an orientation induced from the
orientation of W3 for K2. Then, the trivial link ξ(S* U 5*+,) Π P, which bounds
an annulus £(7V?)ΠP in P, can be given the orientation induced from that of
ξ(Nl) Π P, see Fig. (1) again. Since K2 Π P is a cross-section of a 2-knot jξ"2, the
simple closed curves c{ and cn+i represent the generator of H^R^—K
2), see Fig.
(2) again. Therefore, the loop wγw'1 represents an element of the commutator
subgroup of TC-^R4—K2) for any arc w from the base-point to a point on γ, where
the simple closed curve γ is b U ξ(β\) for the segment ξ(β'
λ
) between A+ and A_
on ξ(β\). Now, wγwΓ^O for any arc «;, because π^R4—K2)=Z\ that is, γ
is contractible in R4—K2.
Second-step of the proof of (2, 2)': There is a 3-ball B\ which meets
some arcs ξ(β*).
Since the 2-knot K2 constructed by making use of PF3, Si and U\ and
bounding the 3-manifold W*=ξ(N\\J - U J V Ϊ U ^ΪU - U E/LUΔj!) in P4
belongs to the 2-knot-type {K2}, it is sufficient to prove that K2 is unknotted.
On the other hand, by making use of (2, 4) and (2, 5), .there exists an isotopy η
of R4 such that η(K2)=K2 and that ηξ(β
λ
) (λ=l, ••• ,' 2n) does not meet any
3-ball B* (ί=l, - , n). Since f(&)cf(#J), so ^(A)c^(^ Take a suf-
ficiently fine tube (a regular neighborhood in C/J) i7^ of the arc yβ
λ
 in U\ so
that ^(f/0 does not meet any B* (ί=l, — ,n) and that U{nSl=fl and
f7»nS§=/ί2 are 2-balls in ^
 an
d
 e
{2 respectively (λ~l, — , 2n). Then, the
fusion K^=rjξ(^Sl-^(fl[jf(2))^ξ(^^ not only
belongs to {K2} which coincides with {K2}, but also the tubes ηξ(Ul) (λ=l, ••• ,
2ri) does not meet any 3-ball B\ (/—I, ••• , n). Since we can construct a 3-ball
bounded by the 2-knot K*2 in R4 as we have done in the first-step of the proof,
the 2-knot K*2 is unknotted in R4. This implies that K2 is unknotted, and the
proof is thus complete.
From (2, 2)', we have easily the main theorem of this paper:
Theorem (2, 2). For a ribbon 2-knoΐ K2 in S4, K2 is unknotted in S4, if and
onfyifπl(S4-K2)=Z.
Corollary (2, 3). Let K2 be a 2-knoΐ in R4 satisfying the following (1),
(2) and (3). Then K2 is unknotted in R4',
(1) a 2-node K2{}H\ containes no minimum,
(2) the 2-nodes K2Γ\H\ and K2Γ\H^_ are symmetric each other with respect
to the hyperplane Rl,
(3) the knot k=K2 Π RO is unknotted in R*.
Proof. This follows from (2, 2)'. Since K2 satisfies (1) and (2), K2 is a
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ribbon 2-knot, see [6]. Moreover there is a homomorphism of π
λ
(Rl—K) onto
π^R'—K2), cf. p. 132-6 in [9]. Then, it is easy to see that π^R4—K2)=Z as
π£I$—K)=Z by the condition (3). (2, 3) is a proposition analogous to the
theorem in [11].
The converse of (2, 3) is not always true, see the remark below:
REMARK. There is an unknotted 2-knot K2 Ό which satisfies (1) and (2) in
(2, 3) but does not satisfy (3) in (2, 3), see the following example.
The knot k in Rl, described in Fig. (3), is knotted in R%, although its
Alexander polynomial Δ(ί)=l, see Fig. (13) on p. 151 in [10].
x /r\\ ' / } i ^/\\ if YL fr\\ x
X X
k
R—z **—ι *M) ΉI *vϊ
Fig. 3
3. A generalization to the higher dimensional case
Let Km be a locally flat m-sphere in Rm+2 and let Wm+l be a (m+ l)-manifold
satisfying the following (1), (2) and (3):
(1) PΓ"i+1cir+2, dW"+l = Km ,
(2) Wm+1^Bm+1 or Wtn+l^Φ(S1xSm)-Bm+\
(3) if Wm+l^Bm+\ Wm+l has a trivial system of m-spheres {5?, — , £?„}
such that
( i ) the locally flat w-link {5?, •-•, S™
n
} is combinatorially trivial in Rm+2,
(ii) 5Γ U S™+i bounds a spherical-shell N?+1 in PFW+1 8),
(iii) WM+1-ftT+l U •- U^V"+1«^W+1-A?+1 u - U A5+1.95
Then, we have the following theorem in the same way as (2, 2).
Theorem (3, 1). Let Km be a locally flat m-sphere in Sm+2 and (m+1)-
manifold Wm+l satisfying the above conditions. Then, Km is unknotted1^ in Sm+2,
if and only if ^(Sm+2-KM)=Z.
KOBE UNIVERSITY
7) Prof. R.H. Fox named this 2-knot Terasaka-Kinoshita 2-sphere.
8) Ny+l**SmX[Q,l].
9) Δ?+l, •••, Δgί1 are disjoint (m + l)-simplices in Λ(w + l)-ball Bm+1.
10) At least topologically unknotted.
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